Encapsulation of Magnetic and Fluorescent Nanoparticles in Emulsion Droplets
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Oils containing both fluorescent semiconductor and magnetic oxide nanoparticles are used to produce oil in water emulsions. This technique produces oil droplets with homogeneous fluorescence and high magnetic nanoparticle concentrations. The optical properties of the oil droplets are studied as a function of the droplet sizes for various concentrations of fluorescent and magnetic nanoparticles. For all concentrations tested, we find a linear variation of the droplet fluorescent intensity as a function of the droplet volume. For a given size and a given quantum dot (QD) concentration, the droplet fluorescence intensity drops sharply as a function of the magnetic nanoparticle concentration. We show that this decrease is mainly due to the strong absorption cross section of the magnetic nanoparticles and to a lesser extent to the dynamic and static quenching of the QD fluorescence. The role of the iron oxide nanoparticle localization in the droplet (surface versus volume) is also discussed.

Introduction

The production of beads or capsules in the micrometer size range that contain both magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and fluorescent semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) has very recently started to be addressed. Such materials have interesting potential applications since they combine the properties of purely magnetic micrometer-size beads that are used for a variety of biotechnology applications including cell sorting, sensing, and assay separations, and the properties of purely fluorescent beads that are being developed as fluorescent labels for macromolecule detection and multiplexed optical coding of biomolecules.

QDs are colloidal, nanometer diameter, fluorescent semiconductor particles that have two main advantages compared to organic fluorophores: excellent photostability and an emission wavelength that is directly correlated (through quantum confinement) to their size. Consequently, beads of different colors can be obtained just by changing the size of the QD they contain.

The main limitation when it comes to designing beads (magnetic or not) containing QDs is that the QD emission spectrum is usually very sensitive to its environment: it can be partially or completely quenched because of free radicals or inappropriate ligands. After synthesis, QDs coated with hydrophobic ligands are soluble in various kinds of organic nonpolar solvents such as alkanes, toluene, or chloroform. Attempts to transfer QDs in polar solvent, polymer matrixes, or water usually require adapted ligands and/or encapsulation of the QD in a protective shell. Because of these characteristics, QDs cannot be handled as easily as magnetic nanoparticles, and care needs to be taken to preserve the QD optical properties when producing QD-containing beads.

So far, QD-containing beads have been prepared using the doping of hydrophobic mesoporous materials (styrene or silica) with hydrophobic QDs. These techniques preserve the QD optical properties, but dense nanoparticle filling (necessary to obtain strongly magnetic beads) has not yet been reported. QD-containing beads have also been prepared by QD encapsulation in silica or styrene, but these techniques often degrade the QD fluorescent properties.

The simultaneous encapsulation of both luminescent and magnetic oxide nanoparticles in polymer microcapsules has been demonstrated with water-soluble QDs and...
Fe$_3$O$_4$ magnetic nanoparticles. The drawback of this technique is that it uses QDs whose fluorescence does not last for more than 2 weeks in physiological buffer solutions. Furthermore, high iron oxide nanoparticle packing has not yet been demonstrated. Most applications using magnetic beads benefit from high iron oxide particle concentration. When the beads are also fluorescent, this requirement, as we will see below, goes along with a strong decrease of the bead emission intensity.

Experimental Section

Ferrofluid composed of 70% weight α-Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles (around 10 nm diameter), 15% weight octane, and 15% weight oleic acid (OA) was purchased from Ademtech, France.

Core–shell 3 nm diameter CdSe/ZnS QDs were synthesized based on the method introduced in Bawendi and Guyot-Sionnest. They emit with a maximum around 540 nm, have a size dispersion around 10%, and have a quantum yield of approximately 40%. They are coated with a mixture of tri-n-octylphosphine oxide and tri-n-octylphosphine.

A typical emulsion preparation is done as follows. Three milliliters of a 10 μM solution of QD is precipitated with an excess methanol. QDs are air-dried, suspended in 180 μL of octane, and then mixed with 0.45 g of ferrofluid (70% weight α-Fe$_3$O$_4$). This oil phase containing QDs and α-Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles is dispersed in a 6 wt % solution of nonyl phenol ethoxylate (NP-10, Sigma) in water up to a volume fraction of 60% to produce a pre-emulsion. The emulsion is obtained by shearing the solution using a mortar and a pestle. This crude emulsion can be stored for few days without any noticeable aging effect (droplet coalescence, ferrofluid leakage, or loss of fluorescence). The droplets are size-selected using size-selective precipitation under a combination of magnetic and gravitational fields. All droplet fluorescent images were performed with an inverted IX71 microscope (Olympus) with a 100× 1.34NA objective and recorded using a Pixelfly camera (PCO, Germany). Fluorescence intensity and individual droplet size were determined using ImageJ. Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a Fluoromax-2 (Jobin Yvon). Fluorescence lifetime images of the QD inside the droplets are obtained using a fluorescence decay microscope setup composed of a picosecond Ti:Sapphire laser with doubling and pulse picking (excitation 440 nm, 4 MHz) (Tsunami, Spectra Physics), a time- and space-correlated single photon counting detector (Eurorhom GmbH, Germany), and an inverted microscope with a 100× 1.34NA oil objective (Leica).

Results and Discussion

In this paper we present a simple method to produce droplets that are highly magnetic and fluorescent. We mix QDs with oleic acid stabilized iron oxide in a hydrophobic oil. As mentioned above, in hydrophobic oil, the QD stability, solubility, and optical properties are very good. This mixture is then fractionated into spherical droplets using standard emulsification techniques. The concentration of magnetic and fluorescent particles in the droplets can be chosen precisely by tuning the amount of particles suspended in the hydrophobic oil. With this approach, fluorescent droplets with C$_{\text{max}}$ = 51% in weight of iron oxide nanoparticles can be obtained. The droplet diameters range from a few hundred nanometers to a few tens of micrometers. Droplets can be sorted according to their size using size-selective precipitation (with a gravitational or a magnetic field). The emulsion droplets are stable, and no aging effect is visible under the microscope. In principle, their surface could be further stabilized using ligand exchange and cross-linking techniques. At high QD concentration (typically around 150 μM), the droplets appear as bright spheres under a fluorescent microscope. They are easily manipulated with a magnetic field. At high iron oxide particle concentration (close to C$_{\text{max}}$), the droplets align within 2 s parallel to the field’s line (Figure 1). The rapid droplet response to the magnetic field is in contrast with the 20 min necessary to align luminescent polymer microcapsules containing QD and iron oxide particles. When the magnetic field is removed, the droplet alignment is immediately broken and the droplets disperse again within few seconds. The fluorescence inside the droplets appears very homogeneous as observed by fluorescence microscopy.

The main issue when encapsulating fluorescent nanoparticles with strongly absorbent iron oxide nanoparticles into micrometer size droplets is the influence of the mixing composition (ligands and nanoparticles concentration) on the QD emission intensity.

To address this problem we made emulsions with various nanoparticles and ligand concentrations. The iron oxide nanoparticle concentration ranged from 0 to C$_{\text{max}}$ = 51% by weight, the QD concentration ranged from 150 to 450 μM, and the oleic acid concentration ranged from 0 to 8% in volume. For all nanoparticle concentrations and sizes (ranging between 0.5 and 5 μm in diameter) tested, we found that the droplet fluorescence intensity (I) varies linearly with the droplet volume and the QD concentration (C$_{\text{QD}}$) (parts a and b of Figure 2), i.e., I = C$_{\text{QD}}$d$^3$C$_{\text{ferro}}$, where f(C$_{\text{ferro}}$) is a function of the iron oxide concentration, C$_{\text{ferro}}$ is the concentration of ligands and surfactant in the system, and d is the droplet diameter.

As shown in Figure 2b, the presence of iron oxide nanoparticles in the droplets strongly reduces their fluorescence intensity. However, for all ferrofluid concentrations tested the fluorescence intensity variation as a function of the droplet volume remains linear, suggesting that over the droplet size range explored (0.5–5 μm in diameter), the QDs partaking in the fluorescent signal scale as the droplet volume. A more detailed study of the influence of the ferrofluid concentration on the droplet fluorescence intensity is given in Figure 2c. The fluorescence intensity emitted by the droplets decreases by nearly 2 orders of magnitude when the iron oxide particle concentration varies from 0 to C_{max}. The decrease is very fast at low ferrofluid concentration. One order of magnitude in the fluorescent signal is lost when only 10% of the maximum iron oxide nanoparticle concentration is present in the droplets (Figure 2c).

This reduction could be due to the iron oxide nanoparticle absorption, to the QD’s dynamic or static quenching, and/or to inhomogeneity in the iron oxide nanoparticle distribution inside the droplet. We tested each of these possibilities.

Both the light used to excite the QD (435 nm) and the light emitted by the QDs (with a maximum around 540 nm) are strongly absorbed by the Fe_{3}O_{4} nanoparticles. We computed the absorption efficiency at 435 nm of droplets with a diameter ranging from 1 to 5 μm and ferrofluid concentration ranging from C_{max}/10 to C_{max}. The refractive index real part of the ferrofluid used for the experiments was chosen to be equal to 1.6. Its imaginary part at 435 nm was measured to be n_{s} = 0.05 at 435 nm, for C_{terro} = C_{max}. n_{s} was measured using the ferrofluid absorption at 435 nm for a set of diluted solutions.

We found that for all ferrofluid concentrations between C_{max}/10 and C_{max}, the absorption efficiency increases monotonically with the droplet diameter. Saturation (absorption efficiency of 1) is reached for 5 μm diameter droplets for C_{terro} = 0.6C_{max}. At C_{terro} = C_{max}, droplets with diameter > 2.2 μm have reached saturation. At saturation, all the light shone on the droplet is absorbed by the iron oxide nanoparticles and some QD are not excited at all. We also computed the radial variation of the ratio of the internal/external absolute square excitation electric field |E_{r}(r)|^{2} (for a unit amplitude incident field) and found that even for 5 μm diameter droplets with the highest concentration of iron oxide nanoparticles (the droplet with the highest absorption in our experiments), the ratio decreases monotonically from 0.3 for r = 5 μm to 0.1 for r = 0 (at the center of the sphere). This shows that even when the absorption efficiency is close to 1 (i.e., at saturation), in the range of sizes and iron oxide concentrations studied, the incident field depth penetration in the droplet is quite large compared to the droplet size. In this regime, deviations from a d^2 variation of the measured droplet fluorescence (expected at saturation) are not noticeable in our measurements.

The possibility of fluorescence quenching was explored using time-gated fluorescence detection on a fluorescence decay microscope setup. For various ferrofluid concentrations, we measured the two-dimensional lifetime map of about six droplets. The average lifetimes for each droplet were very similar, and the lifetime distribution was very uniform over the droplet optical cut (Figure 3b,d) suggesting that no QD aggregation near the droplet surface or in the volume occurred. We found that the QD fluorescence lifetime decreased as the iron oxide concentration increased (Figure 3d,e). The QD emission intensity decreased by a factor of 4 because of dynamic quenching (most probably through dynamic quenching with the iron oxide nanoparticles) when the iron oxide concentration is 1/3 of C_{max}. Larger iron oxide nanoparticle concentrations induce only slight increase in the quenching (Figure 3e).

QDs suspended in oleic acid (no octane) and emulsified in water as described above had similar average lifetime per droplet to an emulsion of QDs suspended in octane only (no oleic acid) (Figure 3f). We concluded that oleic acid did not induce any QD dynamic quenching. However, by using measurements in a fluorometer, we noticed that

---

the QD fluorescence intensity decreases exponentially with the oleic acid volume fraction. An octane solution containing 8% in volume oleic acid has a fluorescence intensity that is three times less than when oleic acid is absent. The reason for this decrease is not known. Oleic acid has been used as a ligand for the QD synthesis. Here QDs were synthesized with a TOP/TOPO mixture only, oleic acid was introduced after the synthesis. Since no dynamic fluorescence quenching was observed, we hypothesize that part of the QD population is completely quenched because of interactions of the oleic acid with the QD surface.

Last, we tested the effect of the homogeneity of the nanoparticle distribution on the droplet fluorescence intensity at low ferrofluid concentration. Indeed, changing the oleic acid concentration allows the tuning of the affinity of the oleic acid stabilized iron oxide nanoparticles for the droplet surface. This can be directly observed using a DIC setup for two oleic acid concentrations: at high OA concentration (8% in volume), the iron oxide is homogeneously distributed in the volume of the droplet, while at low OA concentration, the nanoparticles adsorb at the oil/water interface forming an iron oxide rich shell around an iron oxide poor solution in octane (Figure 4). We compared the droplet fluorescence intensity evolution as a function of the ferrofluid concentration when the ferrofluid is diluted in pure octane (Figure 2c) to that produced when the ferrofluid is diluted in octane solution containing 8% in volume oleic acid. We observed (data not shown) a slightly sharper fluorescent decrease when the ferrofluid is diluted in pure octane even after compensation for the oleic acid quenching effect. At low ferrofluid concentrations, if no oleic acid excess is present (Figure 2), the iron oxide nanoparticles localize on the droplet surface. This geometry produces a stronger fluorescence intensity decrease than when the droplets are filled homogeneously with the same amount of iron oxide.

In conclusion, we report here a simple method to produce droplets containing both magnetic and fluorescent nanoparticles. This method is based on the emulsification in water of an oil containing oleic acid stabilized iron oxide particles and tri-n-octylphosphine stabilized QDs. While we show that we can obtain droplets that are fluorescent and strongly magnetic, we observe a decrease of the droplet fluorescence by a factor 100 when the iron oxide nanoparticle concentration ranges from 0 to 51% in weight ($C_{\text{max}}$). When the iron oxide concentration is close to $C_{\text{max}}$, we show that it decreases by a factor of 3 due to static fluorescence quenching and by a factor of 4 due to dynamic fluorescence quenching. We deduce that the iron oxide nanoparticles light absorption reduces the fluorescence emission by a factor of 8.3. At low ferrofluid concentration, we observed iron oxide nanoparticle localization at the droplet surface. This localization effect suggests that it may be possible, with a judicious choice of the nanoparticle ligands and the droplet surfactant, to localize the QDs at the droplet surface while the iron oxide particles are confined to an inner volume. Such geometry should enhance the droplet fluorescent emission.
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